Department of Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence

Declaration

Plagiarism is defined as “the unacknowledged use, as one’s own work, of work of another person, whether or not such work has been published” (Regulations Governing Conduct at Examinations, 1997, Regulation 1(viii), University of Malta).

I/We*, the undersigned, declare that the [assignment/Assigned Practical Task report/Final Year Project report*] submitted is my/our* own work, except where acknowledged and referenced.

I/We* understand that the penalties for making a false declaration may include, but are not limited to, loss of marks; cancellation of examination results; enforced suspension of studies; or expulsion from the degree programme.

Work submitted without this signed declaration will not be corrected, and will be given zero marks.

* Delete as appropriate.

(NB: If the assignment is meant to be submitted anonymously, please sign this form and submit it to the Departmental Officer separately from the assignment).
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